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In this paper we study in detail the phase space of a cosmological system consisting of two coupled
fluids, namely a dark energy fluid coupled with a superfluid dark matter fluid. The dark matter fluid
is assumed to have a superfluid equation of state, hence it is not pressureless and our aim is to find
the impact of this non-trivial equation of state on the phase space of the coupled system. We shall
use two theoretical contexts, namely that of classical cosmology and that of loop quantum cosmology.
In the classical case, we investigated the existence and stability of fixed points, and as we will show,
no de Sitter fixed points occur, however matter and radiation domination fixed points occur, which
are hyperbolic and unstable. We also show that there exist limited sets of initial conditions for which
singular solutions occur in the phase space. With regard to the loop quantum cosmology case, we
demonstrate that stable de Sitter fixed points exist, for some values of the free parameters of the
theory, and interestingly enough, for the same values, singular solutions corresponding to general
sets of initial conditions occur. To our knowledge this feature does not occur so frequently in loop
quantum cosmological frameworks. We also demonstrate that non-singular solutions corresponding
to a general set of initial conditions occur, however these occur when the dark matter superfluid has
negative pressure, so it is a rather physically unappealing situation.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the Universe at present time seems to be driven by dark forces of unknown nature and form, which
currently are known as dark energy and dark matter. The dark energy controls the current acceleration of the Universe
which was discovered in the late 90’s [1], to a percentage of nearly 72%, and it characterizes a negative pressure fluid,
while dark matter corresponds to the 24% of the total energy density of the Universe. With regard to dark matter,
its presence is compelling since the successful Λ-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model relies on the existence of this
dark component. Indeed, the formation of galaxies and the galactic rotation curves assume the presence of a non-
interacting pressureless fluid component of our Universe. Its nature is up to date still unknown, however there exist
several particle physics models which indicate that dark matter is actually a non-interacting particle, see for example
[2], nevertheless no indication of the particle nature of dark matter exists for the moment. One appealing description
for dark energy is provided by modified gravity models [3–8], with the most popular description coming from f(R)
gravity. In fact, it is possible to harbor both the early-time and late-time acceleration eras of our Universe in the
theoretical framework of f(R) gravity, see for example the model developed in [9]. Since the dark sector still remains
a great mystery for theoretical cosmologists, there exists a research stream in modern theoretical cosmology which
assumes that both dark energy and dark matter are modelled by some interacting fluids, with the dark energy having a
generalized equation of state (EoS), see for example Refs. [10–25, 27]. The fluid cosmological description is frequently
adopted in the literature to explain several evolutionary features of the Universe, see for example Refs. [28–49], for an
important stream of papers and reviews. A non-trivial interaction between the dark sector fluids is motivated due to
the fact that the dark energy component of our Universe utterly dominates after the galaxy formation period, during
the matter domination era, and this dominance continues until present time. Another motivation to use a non-trivial
interaction between the dark fluids is the interdependence of dark energy and dark matter, since evidence is provided
that the energy density of dark matter cannot be calculated without knowing the dark energy density ΩDE , see Ref.
[50] where the dark energy models degeneracy is discussed. Notably, interacting dark energy-dark matter models are
known to cause instabilities during the primordial acceleration of the Universe, so this should be kept in mind for an
accurate model building. It is also useful to note that in all interacting dark energy-dark matter models, the luminous
mass, that is the baryonic matter, must be uncoupled from the dark sector fluids, because this would generate a fifth
force in the Universe, which is a rather unphysical effect, at least for the time being.
In all the above mentioned interacting multifluid studies, the dark matter fluid was assumed to be a pressureless
perfect fluid, however an interesting proposal appeared by the authors of [51], see also [52–54], indicating that dark
matter might be some sort of superfluid at the galactic scale, and also at cosmological scales may be described as
an ordinary pressureless fluid. This interesting theoretical idea is supported by the fact that the ΛCDM model has
2several shortcomings at the galactic level, see for example the review [55]. Indeed, as was also indicated in [51],
three major obstacles challenge the ΛCDM model at galactic scales, namely, the regularity of the galaxies and the
corresponding Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation, the dwarf galaxies of the Local Group, and the tidal dwarfs recycled
galaxies which emanate from the tidal material created by merging spirals. As was shown in [51], a superfluid dark
matter EoS at a galactic level may actually provide useful insights towards the understanding galactic scale dynamics.
To this end, in this paper we shall investigate the dynamical evolution of a cosmological system consisting of two
interacting fluids, namely dark energy with superfluid dark matter. We shall focus on the phase space structure of
the model, in order to investigate which are the fixed points of such a system and examine their stability. Our main
interest is to see what effects would have a local superfluid dark matter component on the dark energy fluid, and in
effect on the evolution of the Universe, in terms of fixed points and their stability. Although dark matter at large
scales seems to be better modelled by a pressureless fluid, our interest is to check the effect of a superfluid EoS at
the phase space of interacting dark energy dark matter fluids. Our results will provide hints about the global effect
of superfluid dark matter on the phase space of the cosmological system. As for the dark matter fluid, we shall
assume that it will have a generalized EoS of polynomial form, used frequently in research articles in the field [56, 57].
The structure of the cosmological system consisting of dark energy and superfluid dark matter motivates us to use
specific appropriately chosen variables in order to construct an autonomous dynamical system, which can provide
concrete information about the phase space structure. The approach of using dynamical systems in cosmology is
frequently adopted in the literature [56–91], and it provides concrete results on the phase space structure of several
cosmological systems. We will examine the fixed points of the cosmological system at hand and their stability and
also we investigate the dynamical evolution of the system. The results indicate the existence of instabilities and of
singular solutions. Thus by using dynamical systems techniques, we demonstrate that there exist singular trajectories
in the phase space of the cosmological system, which however correspond to a limited set of initial conditions. This
result is intriguing, so a question naturally spring to mind, does these singular solutions exist even if Loop Quantum
Cosmology (LQC) effects are taken into account? The LQC theoretical framework [92–102], is known to remove any
classical singularities of cosmological models, see for example [103] for a characteristic example of this sort of behavior.
Thus, we shall extend the analysis performed in the classical case, and study the dynamical system of the interacting
dark energy and superfluid dark matter fluids. As we demonstrate, in this case too, it is also possible to construct
an autonomous dynamical system, so the investigation by using the dominant balance analysis becomes reliable. By
using well known techniques of autonomous dynamical systems, we find the fixed points of the system, discuss their
stability and we also investigate whether singular solutions corresponding to global initial conditions exist. To our
great surprise, there exist general singular solutions for some parameter values, and this is our first time that we find
such singular solutions in the context of LQC. Intriguingly enough, for the same values of the free parameters, there
also exist stable de Sitter fixed points. Also as we demonstrate, there exist general non-singular solutions too, for
different values of the free parameters, and we also question the physical significance of the singular solutions, due to
the fact that these originate from a negative pressure dark matter fluid. As a final task, we discuss the type of global
finite-time singularities that may occur even in the LQC system, by using the classification performed firstly in Ref.
[104].
This paper is organized as follows: In section II we study the classical coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter
system, and we investigate how to construct a polynomial autonomous dynamical system. We also investigate the
existence and stability of hyperbolic fixed points and by using well-known techniques, we investigate whether singular
solutions exist. In section III we perform the same analysis for the LQC coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter
system, and we emphasize on the existence and stability of de Sitter fixed points. Also we investigate the conditions
under which singular solutions exist in the phase space. Finally the concluding remarks appear in the end of the
paper.
Before starting, we need to discuss the geometric framework we shall use in this work, which is a flat Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetime, with metric,
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
∑
i=1,2,3
(
dxi
)2
, (1)
where a(t) is as usual the scale factor of the Universe. The corresponding Ricci scalar is,
R = 6
(
H˙ + 2H2
)
, (2)
with H = a˙
a
denoting the Hubble rate of the Universe.
3II. THE CLASSICAL COSMOLOGY FRAMEWORK AND INTERACTING DARK ENERGY WITH
SUPERFLUID DARK MATTER
We start off our analysis with the classical cosmological system of dark energy-dark matter interacting fluids, with
the dark energy component having energy density denoted as ρd and the dark matter component having energy density
ρm. The cosmological equations in the flat FRW background (1) read,
H2 =
κ2
3
ρtot , (3)
with κ2 = 8πG, and G being Newton’s gravitational constant, and also with ρtot we denote the total energy density
of the cosmological system, which is equal to,
ρtot = ρm + ρd . (4)
In the following we shall use a physical units system in which ~ = c = 1. Due to the conservation of energy-momentum
for the interacting dark energy-dark matter system, we have the following conservation of energy equations,
ρ˙m + 3H(ρm + pm) = Q (5)
ρ˙d + 3H(ρd + pd) = −Q ,
where with pm and pd we denote the pressure of the dark matter and dark energy component respectively, hence we
assume that the dark matter component has non-zero pressure, the exact form of which we present shortly. Also the
parameter Q in Eq. (5) denotes the non-trivial interaction between the dark sector fluids, the sign of which indicates
which fluid loses energy. Obviously, if Q < 0 the dark matter sector will lose energy and the dark energy sector gains,
and the converse occurs if Q > 0. A phenomenologically motivated form of the interaction term Q is the following
[105–109],
Q = 3H(c1ρm + c2ρd) , (6)
with c1, c2 being real constants of the same sign. By differentiating Eq. (3), and making use of the continuity
equations (5) we obtain,
H˙ = −κ
2
3
(ρm + ρd + ptot) , (7)
with ptot being the total pressure, which is equal to ptot = pd + pm, since the dark matter component has non-zero
pressure too. Let us now assume that the superfluid dark matter component has an EoS of the form pm ∼ ρ3m[51],
and for the purpose of this paper we assume it has the following form,
pm = Bκ
8ρ3m , (8)
where B is a dimensionless variable. Also, we assume that the dark energy fluid obeys the generalized EoS, [41],
pd = −ρd −Aκ4ρ2d , (9)
with A being a real dimensionless constant. Having Eqs. (3), (5), (7), (8) and (9) at hand, we can construct an
autonomous dynamical system by choosing the variables of the dynamical system as follows,
x1 =
κ2ρd
3H2
, x2 =
κ2ρm
3H2
, z = κ2H2 , (10)
and we need to stress that all the variables of the dynamical system are dimensionless. By using the variables x1, x2
and z, the Friedmann equation (3) becomes,
x1 + x2 = 1 , (11)
to which we shall refer as “Friedmann constraint” hereafter. In terms of the variables (10), the interaction term (6)
can be written as follows,
κ2Q
3H3
= 3c1x2 + 3c2x1 . (12)
4By combining Eqs. (3), (5), (7), (8), (9), (10) and (12), and also by using the e-foldings number N as the dynamical
variable instead of the cosmic time t, we obtain the following autonomous dynamical system,
dx1
dN
= −9Ax31z + 9Ax21z + 3x1
(
9Bx32z
2 + x2
)− (c1x2 + c2x1) , (13)
dx2
dN
= −3x2
(
3Ax21z + 1
)
+ 27Bx42z
2 − 27Bx32z2 + c1x2 + c2x1 + 3x22 ,
dz
dN
=
1
2
(−3)z (−3Ax21z + 9Bx32z2 + x2) .
Finally, the total EoS parameter weff which is defined as weff =
ptot
ρt
, in terms of the variables (10) can be expressed
as follows,
weff = −3Ax21z + 9Bx32z2 − x1 , (14)
where we took into account the Friedman constraint (11). The dark energy EoS (9) for a single fluid Universe leads to
finite-time singularities, and the same applies for a system of three cosmological fluids, namely consisting of baryons,
dark energy and dark matter fluid, as it was shown in Ref. [56]. However in Ref. [56] the dark matter fluid was
assumed to be pressureless, hence it is the purpose of this paper to investigate what happens in the case that the
dark matter component has the generalized EoS of the form (8). In the following we shall use the techniques firstly
developed in [112] in order to investigate the singularity structure of the dynamical system, but first let us demonstrate
what is the structure of the phase space.
The standard techniques in order to reveal the phase space structure of an autonomous dynamical system, is to
rely on the Hartman-Grobman theorem, which applies to hyperbolic fixed points. Essentially, the Hartman-Grobman
theorem states that given an autonomous dynamical system of the form,
dΦ
dt
= f(Φ(t)) , (15)
where f = (f1, f2, ..., fn), at the vicinity of a hyperbolic fixed point, it is sufficient to study the linearized dynamical
system,
dΦ
dt
= J (g)(Φ)
∣∣∣
Φ=φ∗
(Φ− φ∗) , (16)
where J is the Jacobian,
J =
∑
i
∑
j
[ ∂fi
∂xj
]
. (17)
Recall that a hyperbolic fixed point has a Jacobian matrix at a hyperbolic fixed point, with eigenvalues that have
non-zero real part. In our case, the functions fi appearing in Eq. (15) are equal to,
f1 = −9Ax31z + 9Ax21z + 3x1
(
9Bx32z
2 + x2
)− (c1x2 + c2x1) (18)
f2 = −3x2
(
3Ax21z + 1
)
+ 27Bx42z
2 − 27Bx32z2 + c1x2 + c2x1 + 3x22,
f3 =
1
2
(−3)z (−3Ax21z + 9Bx32z2 + x2) ,
and hence the Jacobian matrix is equal to,
J = (19)
 3
(
9Bz2x32 + x2 + 3Ax1(2− 3x1)z
)− c2 81Bx1x22z2 − c1 + 3x1 9x1 (6Bx32z −A(x1 − 1)x1)
c2 − 18Ax1x2z 108Bz2x32 − 81Bz2x22 + 6x2 + c1 − 9Ax21z − 3 −9
(
Ax21x2 − 6B(x2 − 1)x32z
)
9Ax1z
2 − 32z
(
27Bx22z
2 + 1
) − 32 (27Bz2x32 + x2 − 6Ax21z)

 .
By solving simultaneously the equations (f1, f2, f3) = (0, 0, 0), we obtain the following fixed points for the dynamical
system at hand,
φ1 = {x1 → 0, x2 → 0, z → 0} (20)
φ2 = {x1 → c1c2 + c2
√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 − c22 + 3c2
6c2
, x2 → 1
6
(
−
√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 − c1 + c2 + 3
)
, x3 → 0},
φ3 = {x1 → c1c2 − c2
√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 − c22 + 3c2
6c2
, x2 → 1
6
(√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 − c1 + c2 + 3
)
, z → 0} .
5The fixed point φ1 does not seem to have any physical significance at all, however the rest of the fixed points, namely
φ2 and φ3 do seem to have physical interest. Indeed, the eigenvalues j1, j2 and j3 of the Jacobian (19) for the fixed
point φ1 are,
(j1, j2, j3) =
(
0,
1
2
(
−
√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 + c1 − c2 − 3
)
,
1
2
(√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 + c1 − c2 − 3
))
, (21)
which clearly shows that the fixed point is non-hyperbolic, so it is impossible to apply the Hartman-Grobman theorem.
Also let us note that the EoS parameter (14) evaluated at the fixed point φ1 reads weff = 0, which clearly describes
a matter dominated epoch. However this case has no physical interest so we do not further analyze this case, so let
us focus our analysis on the rest of the fixed points, φ1 and φ2. With regard to φ2, the eigenvalues j1, j2 and j3 of
the Jacobian (19) are equal to,
j1 =
1
4
(√
(−c1 + c2 + 3)2 − 12c2 + c1 − c2 − 3
)
(22)
j2 =
−3
√
c21 − 2c1(c2 + 3) + (c2 − 3)2 − c1 + c2 + 3
4
+
√
S(c1, c2) ,
j3 =
−3
√
c21 − 2c1(c2 + 3) + (c2 − 3)2 − c1 + c2 + 3
4
−
√
S(c1, c2) ,
where the function S(c1, c2) stands for,
S(c1, c2) = c21 + c2
√
−2(c1 + 3)c2 + (c1 − 3)2 + c22 + 3
√
−2(c1 + 3)c2 + (c1 − 3)2 + c22 + c22 + 9 (23)
− c1
(√
−2(c1 + 3)c2 + (c1 − 3)2 + c22 + 2c2 + 6
)
.
Clearly, the fixed point φ2 is a hyperbolic one, for a wide range of values of c1 and c2. A numerical analysis of the
parameter space (c1, c2) shows that the fixed point φ2 is unstable, due to the existence of positive eigenvalues of J .
Let us focus on some specific cases with physical interest, and the most interesting case is when weff is close to −1.
The current observational bounds predict that weff = −1 ± 0.03, so let us consider three cases, namely weff = −1,
weff = −1.06 and weff = −1.03. The case weff = −1 is problematic, since we cannot have weff = −1 for any
value of c1 and c2, and therefore no de Sitter fixed points of the dynamical system exist. With regard to the case
weff = −1.03, the parameters c1 and c2 must satisfy,
c2 = −0.18 + 0.0566038c1 , (24)
and as it can be shown, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the fixed point φ2, have for all the
numerical values of c1 the structure (a−, b+, c+), with a− > 0 and b+, c+ < 0. Thus the fixed point φ2 is hyperbolic
and unstable, and it can also be seen the same applies for the fixed point φ3, however we omit the details for brevity.
Finally the case weff = −1.03 is similar to the case weff = −1.06, and in this case the parameters c1 and c2 must be
related as follows,
c2 = −0.09 + 0.0291262c1 , (25)
and the same procedure as above reveals that the fixed point φ2 is an unstable hyperbolic fixed point.
Our analysis so far clearly shows strong instabilities in the classical interacting dark energy superfluid dark matter
phase space, and we also need to validate this numerically. To this end, we solve numerically the dynamical system
for various initial conditions, and in Fig. 1, we present the phase space trajectories in the x1 − x2 plane (left plot)
and in the x1 − z plane. As it can be seen, there exist initial conditions which make the corresponding trajectories
blow up in the phase space. This is a clear indication for the existence of finite-time singularities in the cosmological
system at hand. In Refs. [56, 57], this issue was clearly explained, and following the discussions in Refs. [56, 57], a
dynamical system singularity, may be also a finite-time singularity for the cosmological system. In fact, a singularity
in the variables x1, x2 and z may correspond to a Type III singularity or a Big Rip singularity of the cosmological
system, we refer to Refs. [56, 57] for further details on this, and to Ref. [104] for the classification of finite-time
singularities.
In principle, it is very hard to find finite-time singularities using the dynamical systems approach, so one can rely
on numerical investigations. We need to note though the finite-time singularities can be found by using some other
analytic techniques beyond the dynamical system approach, see for example [110, 111]. In addition, in Refs. [56, 57]
we used a powerful technique, which we called “Dominant Balance Analysis”, which can be applied to any polynomial
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FIG. 1: The trajectories of the classical dark energy superfluid dark matter interacting cosmological system for various initial
conditions, in the x1 − x2 plane (left plot) and in the x1 − z plane (right plot).
autonomous dynamical system. Since the dynamical system (13) is a polynomial dynamical system, we shall also
make use of the dominant balance analysis in this paper too. The dominant balance analysis is based on a theorem
proved in Ref. [112], and this analysis was also used in cosmological contexts in Ref. [113]. It is worth recalling its
basic features in this paper too, which can be summarized in the following:
What we seek is proof that the variables of the dynamical system (13), namely, x1(N), x2(N) and z(N) become
infinite at some finite-time instance N = Nc. So consider the general dynamical system,
x˙ = f(x) , (26)
with x being a vector of Rn, namely, (x1, x2, ..., xn), and f(x) a vector ofR
n of the form f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x)),
where the functions fi(x) are strictly polynomials of the variables (x1, x2, ..., xn) of the dynamical system. At a finite-
time singularity a variable of the dynamical system will be have as (N −Nc)−p, with p > 0, so the method of [112]
goes as follows,
• Find all possible truncations of the function f(x) in Eq. (26). A dominant truncation controls the evolution
of the dynamical system near finite-time singularities, which we denote as fˆ(x), hence the dynamical system
becomes,
x˙ = fˆ(x) . (27)
Many different truncations may be found, but finding a consistent truncation that satisfies the constraints we
present now, is the main aim of the method. For a truncation fˆ(x), we write the dynamical system variables in
the following form,
x1(τ) = a1τ
p1 , x2(τ) = a2τ
p2 , ...., xn(τ) = anτ
pn , (28)
so by assuming that the solution x can be written in ψ-series form as functions of τ = N −Nc, we substitute the
xi’s from Eq. (28) in Eq. (27). After that, one needs to equate the exponents of the resulting polynomials, and
therefore the parameters pi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are determined, which must be real fractional numbers or integers.
We form the vector ~p = (p1, p2, ..., pn), and by equating the polynomials in Eqs. (27), (28), we obtain the
coefficients ai, from which we form the vector ~a = (a1, a2, a3, ...., an). The set (~a, ~p) 6= 0 is called dominant
balance.
• If ~a = (a1, a2, a3, ...., an) takes complex values for some of the coefficients ai’s, it is certain that the dynamical
system develops no finite-time singularities. On the other hand if ~a = (a1, a2, a3, ...., an) takes real non-zero
values for all ai’s, then the dynamical system develops finite-time singularities.
7• The singular and non-singular solutions found in the previous step might correspond to general initial conditions
or to a limited set of initial conditions, and this must be ensured. This feature can be validated by finding the
Kovalevskaya matrix R, which is defined as follows,
R =


∂fˆ1
∂x1
∂fˆ1
∂x2
∂fˆ1
∂x3
... ∂fˆ1
∂xn
∂fˆ2
∂x1
∂fˆ2
∂x2
∂fˆ2
∂x3
... ∂fˆ2
∂xn
∂fˆ3
∂x1
∂fˆ3
∂x2
∂fˆ3
∂x3
... ∂fˆ3
∂xn
...
...
...
. . .
...
∂fˆn
∂x1
∂fˆn
∂x2
∂fˆn
∂x3
... ∂fˆn
∂xn


−


p1 0 0 · · · 0
0 p2 0 · · · 0
0 0 p3 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 · · · pn

 , (29)
which must be calculated at a non-zero balance ~a of the previous step. Next one needs to calculate the eigenvalues
of R(~a), which must have the form (−1, r2, r3, ..., rn).
• If ri > 0, i = 2, 3, ..., n, then the solutions, singular or not, are general solutions, which means that these
correspond to a general set of initial conditions. In the opposite case, the solutions are not general and these
correspond to a limited set of initial conditions.
In the case at hand, we will apply the method we presented above, having in mind that the variables x1 and x2 are
required to satisfy the Friedmann constraint (11), even a singular point. The dynamical system (13) is written as
d~x
dN = f(~x), where ~x is ~x = (x1, x2, z), and in addition the vector function f(x1, x2, z) is,
f(x1, x2, z) =

 f1(x1, x2, z)f2(x1, x2, z)
f3(x1, x2, z)

 , (30)
with the functions fi(x1, x2, z), i = 1, 2, 3 being equal to,
f1(x1, x2, z) = −9Ax31z + 9Ax21z + 3x1
(
9Bx32z
2 + x2
)− (c1x2 + c2x1) (31)
f2(x1, x2, z) = −3x2
(
3Ax21z + 1
)
+ 27Bx42z
2 − 27Bx32z2 + c1x2 + c2x1 + 3x22,
f3(x1, x2, z) =
1
2
(−3)z (−3Ax21z + 9Bx32z2 + x2) .
A consistent truncation of (30), is the following,
fˆ(x1, x2, z) =

 9Ax1(N)
2z(N)
3x2(N)
2
1
2 (−27)Bx2(N)3z(N)3

 , (32)
and by following the steps of the dominant balance analysis method, we easily obtain,
~p = (−1,−1, 1) , (33)
and also,
~a =
( 1
9
√
2A
,−1
3
,−
√
2
)
. (34)
Clearly ~a cannot be complex for any values of A, hence we definitely have singular solutions. It now remains to
determine whether the singular solutions are general or these correspond to a limited set of initial conditions. To this
end, we evaluate the Kovalevskaya matrix R, which is,
R =

 18Ax1z + 1 0 9Ax
2
1
0 6x2 + 1 0
0 12 (−81)Bx22z3 − 1281Bz2x32 − 1

 , (35)
and when it is evaluated on ~a, it is equal to,
R(~a) =

 −1 0
1
18A
0 −1 0
0 9
√
2B 3B − 1

 , (36)
8the eigenvalues of which are,
(r1, r2, r3, r4) = (−1,−1,−1+ 3B) . (37)
Due to the fact that it contains negative eigenvalues, this indicates that the singular solutions found for the classical
dark energy superfluid dark matter system are not general, which means that these correspond to a limited set of
initial conditions.
In conclusion, our analysis of the phase space of the classical dark energy superfluid dark matter cosmological
system indicates that no de Sitter fixed points exist, and the rest of the fixed points, which can be of various physical
forms, for example radiation or matter domination ones, are strongly unstable. Also the dominant balance analysis
we performed showed that there exist singular solutions which are not general solutions though, which means that
these correspond to a limited set of initial conditions. What now remains is to investigate whether the LQC effects
affect the phase space structure of the dark energy-dark matter system. This is the subject of the next section.
III. THE LOOP QUANTUM COSMOLOGY FRAMEWORK AND INTERACTING DARK ENERGY
WITH SUPERFLUID DARK MATTER
Having discussed the classical phase space of the coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter system, in this section
we shall thoroughly investigate the LQC phase space of this cosmological system. We shall focus on the existence
of stable attractors, with particular emphasis given on de Sitter attractors, which are relevant for the late-time
acceleration. Also we shall investigate whether the singular solutions of the classical dynamical system persist in
the LQC case too. However it is worth discussing briefly what superfluid dark matter brings along and why it is
worth studying. Superfluid dark matter was introduced in Ref. [51], and further developed in Refs. [52–54]. The
dark matter superfluid model of Ref. [51] has the appealing property of reproducing the Λ-Cold Dark Matter model
at large scales, and it simultaneously matches the phenomenological predictions of Modified Newtonian Dynamics
on Galactic scales. In the theory of Ref. [51] consists of axion-like particles with eV-scale mass, which strongly
interact between them. The effects of the superfluid dark matter condensates are apparent only on galactic scales,
but not when galactic clusters are considered. The resulting theory has many appealing observational features, like
for example it explains the low-density vortices in galaxies, it also explains the infall dependent and phonon speed of
sound low-density vortices in galaxies. In addition, bullet-like clusters are also very well fitted by the theory which
leads to distinct mass peaks, and furthermore the the superfluid effective theory has similarities with a unitary Fermi
Gas. For further discussions and phenomenological implications on superfluid dark matter, we refer the reader to
Refs. [52–54].
Before we start, we shall briefly review some essential information of LQC, and for details, the reader is referred
to Refs. [92–102]. We focus on holonomy corrected LQC, in the context of which, the spacetime is discrete, and the
Hamiltonian of the theory is written in terms of the holonomies hj = e
− iλσj
2 , where σj denote the Pauli matrices, and
it is equal to,
HLQC = − 2V
γ3λ3
Σi,j,kǫ
ijkTr[hi(λ)hj(λ)h
−1
i (λ){h−1k , V }] + ρV . (38)
In the Hamiltonian (38), the parameter γ is γ = 0.2375 and it is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter, and also the
parameter λ is λ =
√√
3
2 γ = 0.3203, and it has dimension of length. Furthermore, V stands for the spacetime
volume, which for the flat FRW metric reads V = a3, and finally ρ denotes the Universe’s total energy density.
Moreover, the dynamical variable β is the canonical conjugate variable V , and these two have the following Poisson
bracket {β, V } = γ2 . The trace of the Hamiltonian can easily be evaluated and it reads,
HLQC = −3V sin
2(λβ)
γ2λ2
+ ρV , (39)
and by also taking into account the Hamiltonian constraint HLQC = 0, we have,
sin2(λβ)
γ2λ2
=
ρ
3
, (40)
which is the LQC version of the Friedmann equation. By taking into account the equation V˙ = {V,HLQC} =
− γ2
∂HLQC
∂β
, then by combining the above we obtain,
H =
sin(λβ)
γλ
, (41)
9which can be written as,
β =
arcsin(2λγH)
2λ
. (42)
By using Eqs. (42) and (40), we obtain,
sin2(λarcsin(2λγH)2λ )
γ2λ2
=
ρ
3
, (43)
and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the final form of the LQC Friedmann equation, which has the
following form,
H2 =
ρ
3
(
1− ρ
ρc
)
. (44)
The critical density parameter ρc is of great importance, due to the fact that it is the maximum energy density of
the LQC Universe, and it is equal to ρc =
3
γ2λ2
∼= 258. Notably, the limit ρc → ∞ in Eq. (44) restores the classical
Friedmann equation (3).
Let us now proceed in finding the LQC dynamical system of the coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter fluid
for the flat FRW metric (1), so let us write the LQC Friedman equation in the following form,
H2 =
κ2ρtot
3
(
1− ρtot
ρc
)
, (45)
with ρtot being in this case too the total energy density ρtot = ρd + ρm. The continuity equations for the dark energy
and the dark matter fluids remain the same as in Eq. (5) and also the interaction term Q is assumed to have the
form (6). Upon differentiation of Eq. (45) with respect to the cosmic time, in conjunction with Eq. (5), we get,
H˙ = −κ
2
2
(ρm + ρd + ptot)
(
1− 2ρm + ρd
ρc
)
, (46)
where ptot is the total pressure which is equal to ptot = pd + pm. In addition, for the purposes of this section, we
assume that the dark energy EoS of equation (9), has the following form,
pd = −ρd − wdρd − A
ρc
ρ2d , (47)
where wd is a free parameter of the theory, and also that the dark matter EoS has the superfluid form of the form,
pm =
B
ρ2c
ρ3m , (48)
where A and B are dimensionless constant parameters. Our aim is to construct a polynomial autonomous dynamical
system for the cosmological system at hand, analogous to the one appearing in Eq. (13), so we shall choose the
dimensionless variables of the dynamical system to have the following form in this case,
x1 =
κ2ρd
3H2
, x2 =
κ2ρm
3H2
, z =
H2
κ2ρc
. (49)
In view of Eq. (45), the variables xi, i = 1, 2 and z satisfy the LQC version of the Friedmann constraint, which is,
x1 + x2 − z (x1 + x2 + x3)2 = 1 . (50)
Moreover, the total EoS parameter weff has in the LQC case the following form,
weff =
−3Ax21z + 9Bx32z2 − wdx1 − x1
x1 + x2
. (51)
By combining Eqs. (45), (46), (5), and (49), and also by using the e-foldings number as a dynamical variable, after
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FIG. 2: The trajectories of the LQC dark energy superfluid dark matter interacting cosmological system for various initial
conditions, in the x1 − x2 plane.
some extensive algebraic manipulations, we obtain the dynamical system,
dx1
dN
= 54Ax41z
2 + 54Ax31x2z
2 − 9Ax31z + 9Ax21z − 162Bx21x32z3 − 162Bx1x42z3 + 27Bx1x32z2 (52)
− 3(c1x2 + c2x1) + 18wdx31z + 18wdx21x2z − 3wdx21 + 3wdx1 − 18x21x2z
− 18x1x22z + 3x1x2 ,
dx2
dN
= 54Ax31x2z
2 + 54Ax21x
2
2z
2 − 9Ax21x2z − 162Bx1x42z3 − 162Bx52z3 + 27Bx42z2 − 27Bx32z2
+ 3(c1x2 + c2x1) + 18wdx
2
1x2z + 18wdx1x
2
2z − 3wdx1x2 − 18x1x22z
− 18x32z + 3x22 − 3x2 ,
dz
dN
= −54Ax31z3 − 54Ax21x2z3 + 9Ax21z2 + 162Bx1x32z4
+ 162Bx42z
4 − 27Bx32z3 − 18wdx21z2 − 18wdx1x2z2 + 3wdx1z + 18x1x2z2
+ 18x22z
2 − 3x2z ,
where we also took into account Eq. (12). The dynamical system (52) describes the LQC coupled dark energy
superfluid dark matter cosmological system, and it is an autonomous polynomial dynamical system, which we now
study thoroughly. As we will demonstrate, the phase space structure of the LQC cosmological system is very rich.
We start off with the fixed points, which are,
φ∗1 = {x1 → 0, x2 → 0, z → z}, (53)
φ∗2 = {x1 →
S + c1 − c2 + wd + 1
2(wd + 1)
, x2 → −S − c1 + c2 + wd + 1
2(wd + 1)
, z → 0},
φ∗3 = {x1 →
−S + c1 − c2 + wd + 1
2(wd + 1)
, x2 → S − c1 + c2 + wd + 1
2(wd + 1)
, z → 0} ,
where S stands for,
S =
√
(−c1 + c2 + wd + 1)2 − 4c2(wd + 1) . (54)
Apart from the above, it can be shown that there exist other classes of fixed points, which are determined by the
simultaneous validity of various algebraic equations, which are too lengthy to quote here. We denote these fixed points
φ†∗. Actually the class of fixed points φ
†
∗ are more interesting phenomenologically, since some of these are stable when
the de Sitter cosmology is considered. In principle, by requiring weff = 0 or weff = 1/3, we can obtain the radiation
11
and matter domination fixed points, however we shall not be interested in these fixed points, but we emphasize on
de Sitter fixed points, which as we show these exist. Let us start with the fixed point φ∗1 which is unphysical since
the total EoS parameter is infinite, so let us proceed in the study of the fixed point φ∗2. In this case we require that
weff = −1, which describes a de Sitter evolution. The condition weff = −1 is satisfied when,
c2 = wd − c1wd , (55)
and this covers the fixed point φ∗3 too. So let us investigate the stability of these de Sitter vacua, and by calculating
the Jacobian matrix J and the corresponding eigenvalues, the resulting picture is that these vacua are hyperbolic
fixed points, however unstable for all the values of wd and c1. Note that due to the extended and complicated form of
the Jacobian matrix and of the resulting eigenvalues, we do not quote these here. Let us now investigate the stability
of the class of fixed points φ†∗, so we perform a numerical analysis for this case. The resulting picture is that for wd = 0
and for A < 0, B > 0, c1, c2 > 0 and for small negative values of x2, some de Sitter vacua of φ
†
∗ are hyperbolic fixed
points with negative real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, hence stability is ensured. In order to have
a more clear picture of how the trajectories behave in the phase space, we shall perform a numerical investigation. As
we shall see, the trajectories in the phase space approach a stable fixed point, and this can be seen in the numerical
analysis of the phase space trajectories which we present in Fig. 2. As it can be seen in Fig. 2 where we plot the
trajectories in the x1 − x2 plane, and as it can be seen a stable equilibrium is reached by the trajectories for various
initial conditions. Also, in Fig. 3 we plot the behavior of x1(N), x2(N) and z(N) as functions of N , for the values
of the free parameters chosen as wd = 0 and A < 0, B > 0, c1, c2 > 0, and as it can be seen a stable fixed point is
reached. An important feature in order for stable and physically acceptable fixed points to occur, is that A must be
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FIG. 3: The behavior of x1(N), x2(N) and z(N) as functions of N , for wd = 0 and A < 0, B > 0, c1, c2 > 0. As it can be
seen, a stable fixed point is reached quite fast.
negative and also c1, c2 > 0. If c1, c2 < 0 or if some of these are negative, the final value of the variable x2 is negative,
so this is not physically acceptable.
A deeper analysis revealed strong singular solutions, for which the variables blow-up, see for example Fig. 4, where
we plot the trajectories in the x1 − x2 plane. This mean that there exist initial conditions which make the variables
blow-up strongly, and thus we shall use the dominant balance analysis we presented briefly in the previous section, in
12
order to investigate whether the singular solutions correspond to general initial conditions or to a limited set of initial
conditions. To this end, we can write the dynamical system as (52) d~xdN = f(~x), with the vector ~x being of the form
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
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-0.5
0.0 x11020
x21010
FIG. 4: The singular trajectories of the LQC dark energy superfluid dark matter interacting cosmological system for various
initial conditions, in the x1 − x2 plane.
~x = (x1, x2, x3, z), and in addition the vector function f(x1, x2, z) being defined in the following way,
f(x1, x2, z) =

 f1(x1, x2, z)f2(x1, x2, z)
f3(x1, x2, z)

 , (56)
with the functions fi(x1, x2, z), i = 1, 2 being equal to,
f1(x1, x2, z) = 54Ax
4
1z
2 + 54Ax31x2z
2 − 9Ax31z + 9Ax21z − 162Bx21x32z3 − 162Bx1x42z3 + 27Bx1x32z2 (57)
− 3(c1x2 + c2x1) + 18wdx31z + 18wdx21x2z − 3wdx21 + 3wdx1 − 18x21x2z
− 18x1x22z + 3x1x2 ,
f2(x1, x2, z) = 54Ax
3
1x2z
2 + 54Ax21x
2
2z
2 − 9Ax21x2z − 162Bx1x42z3 − 162Bx52z3 + 27Bx42z2 − 27Bx32z2
+ 3(c1x2 + c2x1) + 18wdx
2
1x2z + 18wdx1x
2
2z − 3wdx1x2 − 18x1x22z
− 18x32z + 3x22 − 3x2 ,
f3(x1, x2, z) = −54Ax31z3 − 54Ax21x2z3 + 9Ax21z2 + 162Bx1x32z4
+ 162Bx42z
4 − 27Bx32z3 − 18wdx21z2 − 18wdx1x2z2 + 3wdx1z + 18x1x2z2
+ 18x22z
2 − 3x2z .
A consistent truncation of the function f(x1, x2, z) appearing in Eq. (56), is the following,
fˆ(x1, x2, z) =

 3x1(N)x2(N)−3wdx1(N)x2(N)
162Bx1x
3
2z
4

 . (58)
The vector ~p can easily be found by applying the method of the previous section, so we obtain,
~p = (−1,−1, 1) , (59)
and accordingly, the vector ~a reads,
~a =
( 1
3wd
,−1
3
,−
√
3wd√
32
√
3B
)
. (60)
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The vector ~a can be complex for B < 0 and real for B > 0, so we shall investigate both cases of the sign of the
parameter B. The Kovalevskaya matrix R for the truncation (58) reads,
R(~a) =

 3x2 + 1 3x1 0−3wdx2 1− 3wdx1 0
162Bx32z
4 486Bx1x
2
2z
4 648Bx1x
3
2z
3 − 1

 , (61)
and therefore, when it is evaluated on ~a it reads,
R(~a) =


0 1
wd
0
wd 0 0
− 3w
4/3
d
3
√
2
3
√
B
9 3
√
wd
3
√
2
3
√
B
3

 . (62)
The eigenvalues of the above matrix are,
(r1, r2, r3, r4) = (−1, 1, 3) , (63)
regardless of the choice of the parameter B. Therefore, the resulting picture is quite interesting, since it validates
our earlier numerical analysis considerations which indicated that for positive values of B, singular solutions exist.
Indeed, the eigenvalues (63) indicate that for positive B, ~a is real and therefore there exist singular solutions which
correspond to general initial conditions (due to the form of the eigenvalues (63)), a feature that we also demonstrated
in Fig. 4. Also, for negative B, our analysis shows that no general singular solutions exist, but in this case, no stable
de Sitter equilibria exist in the phase space of the LQC system. With regard to the relation of the dynamical system
singular solutions (for B < 0) with the finite time singularities, when x1 and x2 actually blow up, the finite-time
singularities may be of Big Rip or even Type II or Type III type depending on the value of the parameter z. Due to
the form of the vector ~p, we may conclude that in the case B < 0, both x1 and x2 blow up in the phase space, and
therefore z is finite, which means that the singularities are of Type III, according to the classification of Ref. [104].
Finally, we need to question the physical significance of the cases with B < 0, since in this case, the dark matter
EoS (8) would describe a negative pressure fluid, which is highly unlikely however. Hence the case B < 0 is rather
physically unappealing.
In conclusion, the LQC extended coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter cosmological system has interesting
phase features, which we list in Table I, along with the classical cosmological system and we discuss here in brief.
The LQC system has many de Sitter vacua, which for B > 0 can be stable de Sitter equilibria. Also for B > 0,
general singular solutions exist in the phase space, along with stable de Sitter equilibria, which means that apart from
the set of initial conditions which may lead to the stable de Sitter fixed points, there exist general initial conditions
which lead to singular solutions. For B < 0 however, we demonstrated that no singular solutions exist in the phase
space. This behavior is to be contrasted with the classical case, where no de Sitter fixed points existed and also only
a limited set of initial conditions leaded to singular solutions.
TABLE I: Phase Space Structure of the classical and LQC coupled dark energy superfluid dark matter system.
Theoretical Framework Existence and Stability of de Sitter Fixed points Singular Solutions
Classical Case: No de Sitter fixed Points Non general singular solutions
LQC case: Stable de Sitter fixed points for B > 0 General singular solutions for B > 0
LQC case: Non-stable de Sitter fixed points for B < 0 No singular solutions for B < 0
Before closing, an important question arises, related to the era were LQC effects are expected to be found. Particu-
larly it is known that the LQC effects should be found in early-time eras, were gravity is expected to be considerably
strong. In the case at hand, when interacting dark energy-dark matter fluids are considered in the context of LQC,
we found stable de Sitter attractors for the theory. These attractor solutions should be interpreted correctly, math-
ematically these solutions exist, but the question is what do they represent? Obviously, this question cannot be
answered by using only the fixed points of the dynamical system, since there is no obvious answer on when these fixed
points are reached from the dynamical system. Our numerical analysis showed that these fixed points are reached
quite fast, before the first sixty e-foldings, see for example Fig. 3. Thus these could be viewed as possibly some
early-time inflationary attractors, which are reached quite fast from the dynamical system. Also the existence of
singular solutions in this case, shows that there exist initial conditions in the system that will generate finite-time
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singularities, which possibly can be related to the late-time era, since the early-time era is quite stable and de Sitter
like. To our opinion, in order to be accurate, the quantum equations of motion will be those of LQC only when the
energy density of the Universe is quite close to ρc, otherwise one effectively has the classical equations of motion.
Therefore, the possible interpretation of the results is that the dark energy fluid coupled with the dark matter fluid
gives some early inflationary attractors in the theory, when LQC are strong, but as the Universe evolves, and the
cosmological equations become effectively classical, the coupled superfluid dark matter-dark energy system has no de
Sitter attractor solutions. Thus this makes superfluid dark matter quite important for early-time considerations, at
least when dark energy is represented by a fluid coupled to the dark matter fluid. We need to note that it is quite
interesting to check whether the superfluid composed by axion-like particles has strong effects if it is considered in
the context of other theories, like for example modified gravity. Work is in progress in this research line.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the classical and the LQC phase space of a cosmological system consisting of two
interacting dark fluids, namely the dark energy fluid and the superfluid dark matter fluid. For the dark matter fluid
we assumed that the EoS describes superfluid dark matter, so the fluid has non-zero pressure, in contrast to cold
dark matter which is pressureless. With regard to the classical case, we investigated the existence and stability of
cosmological fixed points, and as we demonstrated there exist matter and radiation domination fixed points which
are unstable, however no de Sitter fixed points occur in the phase space for any value of the free parameters. Due
to the structure of the dynamical system, which was a polynomial autonomous dynamical system, we were able
to perform a dominant balance analysis, which revealed that no general singular solutions exist, however singular
solutions corresponding to a limited set of initial conditions exist. With regard to the LQC phase space, the situation
is much more interesting due to the fact that the phase space contains much more physical structures in comparison
to the classical one. Specifically, in this case stable de Sitter fixed points occur when the free parameter B, appearing
in the superfluid dark matter EoS, is positive. In this case too, the phase space has also singular solutions, which
correspond to a general set of initial conditions, so these are general solutions. In addition, the singular solutions of
the dynamical system correspond to Type III physical finite-time singularities. We believe that we covered the most
general case for the coupled system of dark energy and superfluid dark matter system, and the only modification
which could be done in principle is to use an EoS for the dark energy fluid of the form pd = −ρd −Aρnd , n > 2, which
could have strong effects in the singularity occurrence phenomenon. We defer this task to a future work. Different EoS
for dark energy, such as logarithmic [49] or even Chaplygin gas, like in the form used in [27, 114, 115] (see also [116]
where a non-trivial interacting varying Chaplygin gas EoS is used with tachyonic matter, which would correspond to
B < 0 in the case studied in this paper), would make the form of the dynamical system quite complicated, since it
would cease to be a polynomial dynamical system, so the method of dominant balance analysis which we used in this
paper, would be inapplicable in this case. Such a task would require different approaches, and work is in progress
along this research line.
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